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Scrabble Puzzles Volume 4 by Joe Edley will not only allow you to play Scrabble anytime even

without an opponent, it will boost your vocabulary, increase your chances of winning, and improve

your anagramming skills.The puzzles in this book give you an entire Scrabble board that is covered

by the letters of a game already in progress. Located next to the game board are three racks of 7

letter tiles and the highest possible score for each rack. Your goal is to deduce the places on the

board where the three groups of letters can be played in order to achieve the given scores. Practice

makes perfect! 128 pages.
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Scrabble Puzzles Volume 4 is the fourth in a series of 5 great books, each of which contains

approximately 350 puzzles to be solved.Each page contains a graphic layout of a Scrabble game in

progress with three racks to play. For each rack, the author gives a maximum score and 1-4

difficulty stars so the reader can have some expectation of how hard each answer will be to figure

out.At first glance, this book seems too advanced for casual Scrabble players, but is great fun for

Intermediate to Expert level competitive Scrabble players. After a second look, I notice that Edley

includes a "cheat page" of 2 and 3 letter words along with a separate section in the back, not of

answers, but of hints. Of course there is a full-blown answer section as well.These puzzles are great

on several levels. Firstly, any Scrabble player can peruse the words that have been used on the

Scrabble games in progress shown on each page. This is a way to learn some new words without

having to solve anything. Next trying to solve the puzzles is a lot of fun, since they often involve



creative tricks to get things to fit or make clever extensions. Solving the puzzles is not simply a

matter of knowing obnoxiously unusual words like ololiuqui (which is not one of the answers, by the

way).The book is well edited, with no notable errors. I have on occasion found a higher scoring

answer than the book shows.Overall this is a great little book that provides some fun puzzle solving

for Scrabble players from novice to expert!!

Let me not beat around the bush: this is the greatest book ever written. Here's an excerpt. See if

your life isn't changed forever.******Bo Haver astringe, "Hilloa! Awee gavot, qat ohia ajiva."Agrypnia

Tirrivee zinebs ne laurae jaygee. "Vugh! Ba bams biogen!" Ki coshers gnawn ka qadi, isatines

aneurin kat quintar yups audiles. Qaid cylix ignifies oe zona, feod, bonne, giftee ameboid.Jin, yutz

pogeys doated maut aecidia; oy jow epigoni fuzil oaky jefe un whirry, liri rynds. Fes flotages feazed

flir flong noogies.Waur stengah kufis vagrom agenesias axal al fava gaby huswife? Volti upbears xu

lyrately traiked camphire cadi - vars yeh fawny duit acetins? - dor zooier nappie. Kae dorty cycas

nonelite habus ficin coatracks...Bogart Caput oda oxazines ferk ka arenites sudation, wos redipt

superlay amia agio, quin oi gelatos hangnests. Yowie!Apo trickly aggadot jowed jin incivil intimist

(wha vulgo woolie vive blin.) Indow yaup fixt ingate snathes stot yutz slipsole. Eloined fe, "Varna

liriope purda feirie alow.""Al, pujas.""Hinky.""Looie!""Blooey!!""PLEW!!!"Mo eosinic wifty es combater

linier emyd et cuvee eau nertz. Dev catlings gript danders--miaou! Tae goral odiums luteum neuroid

exhedra cuvees, yowe ovonics litai unipod alohas.Yok aboded mangels wauked xenic whid jube fon

vanman. Feeb fadge funker eradiate, aphorise, reis cognize codeia lentic kafs evited.[Fe
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